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Do YOU Want to Move to Bali? Loads of people are making the move and finding paradise in their

new Bali life. Australians, Americans and Europeans are escaping the rat race and insane cost of

living at home and moving to Bali in record numbers. In Bali, you can live and eat like a king or

queen, all for less than the average high schooler makes working at McDonalds in your home town.

Of course, it only sweetens the deal that youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re on a tropical island where life is laid back

and relaxed. Who wouldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t want to just pack up and move there? Before making the move

though, there are a lot of things that you need to know. Start by asking yourself the following

questions:  What kind of visa will I need to get? How will I make money once I get there? How will I

get my stuff there? How will I find a place to live? Where will I find staff for my new home? How will I

handle my finances and taxes while living overseas? What kind of internet options are available in

Bali? Can I buy a vehicle or do I have to rent one?  If you answered Ã¢â‚¬Å“I donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

knowÃ¢â‚¬Â• to ANY of those questions then you need read The Ultimate Guide for Moving to Bali.

My name is Steve Carrole and I have been living in Bali for five years now. In those five years I have

taken the time to learn this island inside and out. I speak fluent Indonesian and Balinese and have

gone through the process of helping people to move over to Bali at least a hundred times now. I

love this island so much, I simply enjoy helping people to get over here and create an amazing new

life for themselves too. I wrote this book after spending countless hours advising people on how to

move to Bali successfully. Finally, I decided to put all of my advice down in an easy to digest form

that should answer 99% of the questions people might have about moving to Bali. 7 Days to a NEW

Life in Bali After helping so many people make the move successfully, I have learned the most

efficient ways to relocate to Bali as quickly and easily as possible. I have used this experience to

create a system, that will help you step off the plane and be in a new house with everything for your

new life taken care of in just seven days. In seven days, just one week after stepping off the plane in

Bali, you can be all set up and hit the ground running with your new tropical lifestyle. Imagine just

one week from now you could be sitting in your luxurious Balinese villa or home, enjoying beautiful

sunsets and learning about one of the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most mysterious cultures. Armed with the

right information, creating a new lifestyle in Bali is easier than youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve ever imagined. I am

delighted to know that I can help you to get here. See you soon in Bali, Steve
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1) Good basic information -- the book is worth the price in some key areas.2) Very short on practical

crime by area information, crime types, specific advice for women etc...no links.3) Very very short

on Terrorism updates information or sites that is more accurate than USA, very little on terrorism

stats.4) Gives impression that you can buy your way out of most problems ..that could be good or

bad.5) Primarily a slight Bookfomercial for his site and partner interests.6) Ok breakdown on costs

by region but no details on retirement by available budget or lifestyle by budget, some good info

scattered throughout, but no real tables.7) Enough practical kick start information but not an ultimate

guide, pointers keep going to website which I think is paid service oriented as the true end product,

not the book, itself.8) Emphasis on some health related topics , but no real details, good info on

shots and disease, but no depth on ongoing health issue rectification, and no tables on health care

by zones, some info on Pharma issues , but is general advice.9) Good communication and internet

access coverage, most detail in the book10) Great coverage on Visa types11) Good breakdown on

general "feel" for location and people they attract.12) Good advice on why to avoid large amounts of

shipping.13) Good breakdown on Electronics gadget price illusions,.. good part of book14) Good

info kick start for people looking to work in Bali.15) Not much about human vice topics and no

statistics , about possible crime tie ins, and it would be false to say there isn't some of that.16) No

TOP 20 scams, again , false, that there are not scammers in Bali17) In general it is an optimistic

book, but does not cover some of the newer dark realities.18) Not enough detail about population

concentrations or demographics.19) Some good real estate info , but not a lot of shopping pointers

for rents, lease, categorized by type and images and cost.20) Fair evaluation on price bartering and

food costs21) Ok short evaluation , but good, on transportation.22) Quick read , the book can be

read in 15 minutes, so straight forward , to the point , like a collection of bullet topics.23) 25%

original information , but what there is , is good.24) Less that 25 reference links or numbers, but it is



not known which ones are part of the authors % process, Bali is driven with a lot of kickback

business, a lot of paid references, in all areas.25) Fair coverage for utilities but no depth..In general

a good intro book, Ultimate guide is a bit much, it is worth the price for what there is.

Anyone considering a move to Bali should read this helpful book, it gives some very helpful

information, i.e. visa applications, renting accommodation etc. and general pro's and con's.Most

helpful book and well written.

A lot of practical advices!Recommend!

Great book!! Really helpful!! Thanks

Excellent guide

Interesting book. If you ever get the chance go to Bali and enjoy the culture and great people. The

book will give you an insight on what's needs to be done if you decide to live there. But it's not a

concise reference book it is purely a brief description on what needs to be done. Visit Bali many

times before you make the move. Great little book to be read as a starting point. Indonesia is not as

easy to live in as one would think.

This book is extremely informative and very easy to understand. It contains just about all the

information you need to know to help you decide if Bali is right for you.I recommend this book to

anyone thinking about moving to Bali, it contains a wealth of useful information.Nasib ThabetAustin,

Texas

as someone who has lived in bali for a while, i think this stuff is spot on. i found this via his excellent

blog. i wish I had this manual back when I moved to bali!
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